Ready to find out what the data science buzz is about?

What Buzz??

OK, like that data literacy will be a job requirement for “ANY” college graduate?

Whether your major is Psychology or Political Science, History or Journalism, data will play a major role in your career.

Where do you find data?

How do you use it to draw meaningful conclusions?

How do you convince others (and me) that your conclusions make sense?

This is NOT just for Computer Science students!!

This is a class on Data - open to any students. It is a "hands on" project oriented class where you will find data and impress everybody else (in class) with your findings and conclusions that can be drawn from it.

Prereqs: Placement into Intermediate Algebra or higher, or completion of Math 025"

Instructor: Professor Tomasz Imielinski

Lecture: Monday periods 3 and 4 (12:00-3:00pm)

Recitations: Section 01 Wednesday 3* (12:15-1:10pm) (index 15882)
Section 02 Wednesday 4* (1:55-2:50pm) (index 15883)
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